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Abstract. This work addresses approximate nearest neighbor search
applied in the domain of large-scale image retrieval. Within the group
testing framework we propose an efficient off-line construction of the
search structures. The linear-time complexity orthogonal grouping increases the probability that at most one element from each group is
matching to a given query. Non-maxima suppression with each group
efficiently reduces the number of false positive results at no extra cost.
Unlike in other well-performing approaches, all processing is local, fast,
and suitable to process data in batches and in parallel. We experimentally show that the proposed method achieves search accuracy of the exhaustive search with significant reduction in the search complexity. The
method can be naturally combined with existing embedding methods.
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Introduction

In this paper, we are interested in approximate nearest neighbor search, specifically in large-scale image search. First, since the seminal paper of Sivic and
Zisserman [1], the image similarity was based on the bag-of-words approach [2–
6]. Efficient image retrieval was performed via inverted file structure [7]. Later,
high dimensional non-sparse descriptors were introduced by VLAD [8] and Fisher
vectors [9, 10]. Nowadays, image search is dominated by CNN descriptors [11–
15], which also use high dimensional non-sparse vectors to represent images.
Image similarity is typically measured by cosine similarity of the descriptors, or
equivalently by an Euclidean distance of ℓ2 normalized vectors. Efficient search
in this case is performed by (approximate) nearest neighbor search.
A number of methods exist for efficient search in high dimensional data, using
a variety of approaches such as partitioning and embedding. In partitioning, the
descriptor space is subdivided and only a small fraction of the data is actually
considered for possible nearest neighbors, majority of the data is filtered out.
These approaches include kd-tree and forests [16], k-means tree [17], LSH [18–
20]. Embedding approaches find a mapping from the original descriptor space to
some other (typically of lower dimension or binary) space, where the distance,
or the ordering by the distance, can be very efficiently approximated. As an
example of the embedding methods we mention LSH [18–20] and other compact
binary coding methods [21–24], product quantization [25] and methods derived
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from it [26, 27]. Commonly, a combination of partitioning and embedding, such
as PQ-IVFADC [25], is adopted. More recent works use neural networks to learn
embeddings in a supervised manner [28, 29].
An alternative to these approaches are methods based on group testing.
Group testing was first used in World War II by the US army [30]. Due to
limited resources, the US army did not want to test each individual soldier for
an STD; instead they combined several blood samples into a single mixture, and
tested the mixtures. If the test was negative, the associated individuals were
deemed sound. If the test was positive, then all the recruits that contributed
to this mixture were tested individually. Since the percentage of infected soldiers was low, this procedure dramatically reduced the number of tests needed
to screen the population of soldiers.
In approximate nearest neighbor search, the individual blood samples are
replaced with vectors, that are grouped into memory units. Each memory unit
is represented by a vector, that is constructed from dataset vectors in the unit
– different means of construction can be used [31], the simplest being a sum.
In adaptive group testing [32, 31, 33], memory vectors are used for efficient prefiltering of candidates. For the candidates, the exact similarity is then computed
from the original vectors. To avoid storing the original vectors, methods of nonadaptive group testing were developed. Roughly, each input vector is stored in
multiple memory units. The similarity of input vectors to the query is then
estimated from a number of relevant memory units.
In this paper, we are interested in non-adaptive group testing. The contribution of the paper is twofold: local processing of the dataset when constructing
the search structure and novel grouping of the vectors that introduces additional
constraints used in the scoring stage. The proposed method matches the quality
of the dictionary learning methods [34] that benefit from timely offline learning
on the whole dataset, while preserving indexing efficiency of the basic group
testing methods [32]. The process of encoding and search is outlined in Fig. 1.
Local processing. The construction of the memory units and related decoding
structures is linear in the size of the dataset. In order to encode the input data,
the method (unlike [34]) does not need to see the whole dataset at once. This
property makes it efficient in a streaming scenario, where the dataset is gradually
increased in batches.
Vector grouping. The group testing methods are efficient when the positive
elements to be retrieved (syphilis infected individuals) are sparse in the dataset
(population). By a simple and efficient greedy algorithm of selecting the vectors
into groups, we try to minimize the chances that more than one element encoded
in a single memory vector is positive. In the decoding stage, such a construction
allows to suppress false positive responses. We call this process correction.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. The problem is mathematically
formulated and current approaches are reviewed in Section 2. The proposed
method is described in Section 3. Thorough experimental evaluation is presented
in Section 4.
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Fig. 1. The input data are represented by vectors x1 . . . xk , By a greedy linear algorithm, vectors that are close to orthogonal are grouped into memory units Yi represented by memory vectors yi . Sparse decoder matrix U captures the structure of
the group assignment, and is also constructed in the off-line stage. At query time, responses of the memory vectors to the query q are evaluated and used to decode an
estimate of the individual input vector similarities. A non-maxima suppression within
each memory unit, called correction, is applied to filter out possible false positives.
In this particular example, xi and xk were suppressed as they share Y3 with higher
ranked xj .
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Problem statement

In this section we detail the group testing setup and its applications in similarity
search and image retrieval.
2.1

Adaptive group testing

Group testing was introduced in similarity search by Shi et al. [32]. Assume that
the dataset has N d-dimensional vectors {xi }N
i=1 . The entire dataset is denoted
by the d × N matrix X = [x1 , . . . , xN ]. Each vector xi is ℓ2 -normalized such that
kxi k = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ N . The similarity measure between a given query q and a
dataset vector xi is computed by the scalar product si = x⊤
i q.
The goal of group testing is to infer the similarities si efficiently through M
(M ≪ N ) group measurements and a decoder. It has three stages. The encoding
stage first assigns vectors to groups. Shi et al. [32] define the encoding matrix
G as a M × N matrix which keeps group assignments, such that Gji = 1 if xi
belongs to jth group. G is populated such that each vector is randomly assigned
to m groups and each group has exactly n vectors:
mN
.
n
Then the group vectors are created based on their assignments:
M=

(1)

Y = XG⊤ .

(2)
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This is equivalent to summing all image vectors assigned to a group:
X
x,
yj =

(3)

x∈Yj

where Yj = {x1 , . . . , xn } is the set of n vectors from X assigned to jth group,
for j = 1, . . . , M .
The group measurement and decoding stages are performed during the query
time. For a given query, the M group measurements are computed
c = q⊤ Y,

(4)

and pass them to a decoder to approximate N image similarities:
ŝ = cU = q⊤ YU.

(5)

The authors consider U = G⊤ in their work with an extra back-propagation
step. In summary, when a new query is given, they i) compute its similarities
with group vectors (4), ii) estimate the image vector similarities (5), iii) perform
a back propagation where the exact similarities with top ranked image vectors
are computed, iv) rank the images according to their similarity.
Iscen et al. [31] use a different setup but a similar idea. They assign each
image vector to a single group (called memory units), thereby reducing the
number of groups. Furthermore, the properties of randomly assigned memory
units are theoretically analyzed. Assume that memory unit Yj = {x1 , . . . , xn }
stores n dataset vectors. Query q is related to x1 , such that q = αx1 + βZ where
α is the similarity between q and x1 , and Z is a random vector orthogonal to x1
and kZk = 1. When sum aggregation (3) is used to create a group representative
vector (called memory vector ) yj from Yj , the inner product between q and yj
becomes
X
X
yj ⊤ q = x1 ⊤ q + α
xi ⊤ x1 + β
xi ⊤ Z,
(6)
xi ∈Yj \x1

xi ∈Yj \x1

where Yj \x1 denotes all vectors in Yj except x1 .
The main source of noise for (6) comes from the middle term, which is basically the interference between x1 and the other xi in Yj . In an attempt to
eliminate this noise, a construction of the memory vectors by computing the
pseudo-inverse of all vectors assigned to the group is proposed in [31]:
yj = ([x ∈ Yj ]+ )⊤ 1n ,

(7)

where + denotes Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse [35]. This construction is shown
to perform better than the sum construction both theoretically and empirically
under some mild conditions. At the final stage, they also re-rank all vectors of
the highest scoring groups by computing their true similarity with the query
vector.
Both methods indeed perform what is called adaptive group testing composed
of two steps. The first step computes similarities with group representatives.
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These indicate which vector similarities are worth being investigated. The second
step is a verification process computing the true similarities for these candidate
vectors. Even though this strategy gives very accurate results with high efficiency,
it requires group representatives as well as all database vectors to be kept in
memory for the second adaptive step.
2.2

Non-adaptive group testing

A more modern view on group testing, called non-adaptive group testing, was
adopted in other computer science related fields thanks to the advancements
made in compressed sensing [36–40]. This approach argues that the identification
of the infected individuals is possible just from the results of the group tests
realized in the first step. There is no need of a second verification step.
A more recent dictionary learning based approach [34] applies non-adaptive
group testing to similarity search. Group testing is defined as an optimization
problem, where group vectors Y and the decoder U are optimized jointly. Unlike
previous approaches [32], there are no assignment or construction constraints.
The only constraint is to have a sparse U to reduce the number of vector multiplications during the query time. The solution is found by a dictionary learning
optimization algorithm which yields a sparse decoding matrix U:
minimize
Y,U

subject to

1
2
kX − YUkF + λ kUk1
2
kyk k2 ≤ 1 for all 0 ≤ k < M.

(8)

This method has a good search efficiency in terms of complexity and memory
footprint, without compromising the search accuracy. Original database vectors
need not be stored in the memory anymore since there is no need for re-ranking
with original similarities. Nevertheless, its main weakness is its offline complexity.
The solution to (8) requires the entire dataset to be available, which means that it
needs to be recomputed as new data becomes available. Additionally, complexity
of solving (8) grows dramatically as N and M increases, limiting its scalability
for very large-scale scenarios.

3

Our method

This section describes our contributions to group testing in this paper. Our
framework groups orthogonal vectors together, which allows to have an efficient
correction step without computing the true similarities of dataset vectors. Both,
the encoder and decoder are learned locally from a subset of the dataset. We
use the terminology introduced by [31] throughout the paper. Groups are called
memory units, and group representatives are called memory vectors.
3.1

Orthogonal memory units

Random assignment [32] of the input vector to memory units is a basic assignment strategy: m permutations of {1, . . . , N } denoted by {πk }m
k=1 are drawn at
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random. For the k-th permutation, the vectors whose indices are πk ((ℓ − 1)n +
1), . . . , πk (ℓn), ℓ ∈ {1, . . . , N/n}, are grouped into one memory unit, assuming that n divides N . Random assignment is a convenient choice for large-scale
datasets or streaming data due to its low complexity and locality. Other alternatives, such as assigning data based on k-means clustering [31] or kd-tree
partitioning [33] show that grouping similar vectors together improve efficiency
for adaptive group testing. However, these methods have a potentially expensive
extra processing step and a verification step with re-ranking with true similarities
is needed.
Our method heads the opposite direction. We propose to create a memory
unit so that it contains mutually orthogonal vectors. The reason for such a
construction is twofold, first minimizing the interference [31] between the vectors
stored in a memory unit (6) and increasing the chances that there is only a
single matching vector to a query in each memory unit. As we will show later,
this property allows us to correct false positives and significantly improve the
retrieval accuracy.
Instead of grouping m random vectors (selected via random permutation)
as in [32], a random chunk of km vectors (again via random permutation) is
selected. Within a chunk (considering only vectors from that chunk), k memory
units of m vectors are constructed by a greedy approach. The memory units are
initialized with m randomly selected vectors. In each iteration of the algorithm,
each of the k memory units is greedily extended by one vector, that is ”the most
orthogonal” to the vectors already assigned to that particular memory unit 1 .
Due to the greedy nature of the algorithm, the assignment is not globally
optimal. Obtaining the globally optimal assignment is intractable. Our experiments show that in practice the group assignments are sufficiently independent:
sum [32] and pseudo-inverse memory vector construction for orthogonal memory
units are equally good.
The time complexity of the orthogonal assignment is the same as the time
complexity of the random assignment, and the algorithm is fast in practice.
This makes the algorithm an efficient option for large-scale scenarios. Since it
works on small chunks of the dataset independently, it easily handles additional
(streaming) data and is easily parallelized (unlike [34]).
3.2

Local decoder

After the assignment proposed in Section 3.1, M memory vectors are constructed
with pseudo-inverse (7) and stored in a d × M matrix Y = [y1 , . . . , yM ]. During
the query time, the goal is to approximate similarity of the query vector q and
each individual input vector xi . This is achieved through a decoder matrix U,
so that

q⊤ X ≈ q⊤ Y U.
Shi et al. [32], propose multiple decoding schemes for a given query. The first
proposal is to take the pseudo-inverse of the sparse encoder G (see Section 2.1):
1

Matlab source code provided in supplementary material
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U = G+ . This is a costly operation which involves computing and storing the
dense pseudo-inverse of G in the query time. Thus, they use a simpler sparse
decoder
U = G⊤
(9)
and an extra back-propagation step.
In the dictionary learning approach of Iscen et al. [34], group vectors Y and
decoding matrix U are estimated by a joint optimization (8), which is extremely
time demanding. Nevertheless, once the group vectors are constructed and fixed,
the decoder matrix U is estimated by each column ui independently by solving
the system of linear equations
xi = Yui .
(10)
For efficiency reasons, it is important that ui are sparse vectors. Let S(i) be the
set of indices of the non-zero elements in ui . For a given S(i), the solution is
found by solving a system of ||S(i)|| linear equations
xi = YS(i) ui,S(i) ,

(11)

where YS(i) are the columns of Y whose indices are stored in S(i) and ui,S(i) is
a vector composed of elements of ui with indices S(i).
We propose to construct the set of indices S(i) based on the groupings of the
input vectors into the memory units. Consider the bipartite graph B illustrated
in Fig. 2. In this graph, one type of nodes corresponds to the input vectors, the
other type corresponds to memory units. There is an edge between two nodes if
the corresponding input vector is a member of the memory unit. It is natural to
attempt to decode input vector xi with memory units that vector is assigned to.
We call this 0-order local decoder. For this decoder, the S0 (i) contains indices
of memory units connected by a single edge to xi in graph B, as illustrated in
Fig. 2 left. Note that this construction has the same set of non-zero elements as
the construction of Shi et al. [32], eqn. (9), however the weights estimated by
(11) will differ from G⊤ .
Memory vectors with indices S0 (i), contain other input vectors than xi . These
vectors influence the estimate of q⊤ xi . Using the same reasoning as before, we
propose to select indices S1 (i) of the memory units that contain any input vector
xj assigned to any memory unit with indices S0 (i). We call this selection 1-order
local decoder, set S1 (i) contains indices of memory units connected by up to
three edges to xi in graph B, as illustrated in Fig. 2 right.
The proposed selection of the non-zero entries of the decoder U efficiently
picks relevant memory vectors to be used during the estimation of q⊤ xi for each
xi in time complexity that is independent of the size of the input data. This
construction is local, does not require the presence of all memory vectors in the
memory and thus is suitable for batch processing and parallelization.
Sparse decoder. To sparsify the decoder matrix U further, we propose to add
ℓ1 -norm regularization into (11):
minimize
ui

1
xi − YS(i) ui,S(i)
2

2
2

+ λkui,S(i) k1

(12)
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Fig. 2. Left: An illustration of 0-order local decoder for xi . S0 (i) contains indices of
memory units that xi is assigned to. Right: An illustration of 1-order local decoder
for xi . S1 (i) contains indices of the memory units that contain any input vector xj
assigned to any memory unit with indices S0 (i).

In practice, we use a greedy algorithm called Orthogonal Matching Pursuit
(OMP) [41, 42]. OMP allows to choose the exact number of non-zero elements
(instead of setting the parameter λ) in the solution so that the complexity of
the decoder U is directly adjusted. All the local properties of the decoder construction are preserved.
Cascade decoder. The decoder U can be decomposed into two matrices U =
U0 + U1 . Let c = q⊤ Y, the decoder is then written as:
q⊤ X ≈ cU0 + cU1 .

(13)

Since the estimated columns ui of U contain a few significant elements (with
high absolute value), some of them typically corresponding to S0 (i), and a larger
number of less significant elements, the columns u0i of U0 are very sparse and
contain the most significant entries, while the columns u1i of U1 contain the
remaining elements of ui . The decomposition is then used in a cascade, first a
short list of elements is efficiently obtained by using a rough approximation
q⊤ X ≈ ŝ0 = cU0 .

(14)

Only for the shortlist R, the finer estimate of the similarity (13) is performed as
q⊤ xi ≈ ŝ0 + cu1i

i ∈ R.

This process reduces the number of operations since U0 is much sparser than
U and |R| ≪ N . The trade-off between the search accuracy and efficiency is
controlled by the sparsity of U0 . The memory requirements are increased only
marginally, depending on the used representation of sparse matrices.
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Synergy with embedding methods. In this section, we discuss the combination of the proposed method with embedding methods, in particular product
quantization (PQ) [25]. In order to further reduce the memory footprint and the
number of operations, the memory vectors yi stored in y can be compressed
by PQ. Approximating q⊤ yi by asymmetric product quantizer is equivalent to
actually evaluating q⊤ ŷi , where ŷi is a quantized version of yi . Due to the local properties of the proposed algorithm, the decoder U can be construed from
Ŷ = [ŷ1 , . . . , ŷM ] without any additional cost.
3.3

Decoder correction

The search results are affected by inaccuracy of the similarity ŝ ≈ q⊤ X estimate (5). The estimate ŝ can be used as a pre-filtering, true similarities can be
computed for highly ranked vectors and these scores can be back-propagated to
update other scores, as proposed by Shi et al. [32]. This was shown to improve
the search accuracy, but requires all dataset vectors to be accessible in the memory during query time. While such an approach reduces the complexity of the
search (compared to the exhaustive search), it increases the memory footprint
requirements.
Based on the orthogonal memory unit grouping, we propose a simple and
efficient correction scheme, which completely avoids the utilization of the input
vectors and their true similarities. Due to the orthogonality assignment, we make
an assumption that there is at most one matching vector per memory unit to
a query. In other words, if multiple vectors from the same memory unit score
high in the ranked list, it is highly likely that only one is matching and the rest
are false positives. We propose non-maxima suppression per memory unit. In
practice, in a single pass through the ranked results, each top ranked (so far
non-suppressed) result xi suppresses all other vectors that appear in any of the
memory vectors together with xi .
Experimentally, we show that the orthogonality of the vectors is essential for
the correction to work. This correction scheme improves the search accuracy,
especially for memory units composed of smaller number n of vectors.

4

Experiments

In this section, we experimentally verify the proposed method (all its components) in a large-scale image retrieval scenario. We first show the benefit of
the orthogonal grouping and correction compared to random grouping. We define the following variants for our experiments. LO-GT is memory vectors with
orthogonal assignment (sec. 3.1) and local decoder (sec. 3.2). LO-GT* additionally has the correction step (sec. 3.3). Their random counterparts are RND and
RND*. Memory vectors from memory units are created with the pseudo-inverse
construction (7) for all cases.
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4.1

Experimental setup

Datasets. We use two well-known large-scale image retrieval benchmarks in
our experiments: Oxford105k and Paris106k. They contain about 105k and 106k
images respectively. They are formed by adding 100k distractor images from
Flickr [2] to Oxford Buildings [2] and Paris [3] datasets. We also perform a
larger-scale experiment in revisited ROxford +R1M [43], which consists of new
1M challenging distractor set. We evaluate using the Medium setup. Following
the standard evaluation, the search performance is measured by mean average
precision (mAP).
Image Representation. We use state-of-the-art image descriptors extracted
from a ResNet101 network fine-tuned for image retrieval [15]. Each descriptor is
extracted from 3 different image scales using GeM pooling, and combined into
a single descriptor as in [43]. Each descriptor has d = 2048 dimensionality.
Complexity Analysis. Following the existing work [34], efficiency is reported
by measuring the complexity ratio. This metric is based on the total number
of scalar operations during the search. It is computed as ρ = (M d + s)/dN ,
where M is the total number of memory vectors, d is the dimensionality, s is the
number of non-zero elements in the decoder U, and N is the number of images
in the dataset. Smaller ρ means more efficient search. Since our method does not
require any image vectors to be loaded in the memory, ρ also relates to the gain
in memory footprint compared to the exhaustive search. The only exception is
the cascade decoder, where some of the columns of U1 are not touched.
4.2

Retrieval performance

We now compare our orthogonal assignment with random assignment in a retrieval scenario. Various components of group testing, such as group size n,
decoder order l and sparsity of U are analyzed. All the experiments in this
subsection are performed on the Oxford105k dataset.
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Fig. 3. Left: Impact of different n for m = n/10 and 0-order decoder on Oxford105k
dataset. Right: Complexity ration vs. retrieval quality for l = 1-order decoding, n =
50, complexity ratio varies by changing m = 2 . . . 5.
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Group size n. To keep the overall complexity fixed in this experiment, that is
keeping sizes of Y and U constant, we set m/n = M/N = 1/10. Increasing the
group size n also increases the number m of memory units each database vector
is assigned to. Figure 3 shows the mAP with the 0-order decoder for different
values of n, comparing the proposed methods with the random grouping. For this
settings, LO-GT without the decoder correction does not bring any significant
improvement compared to random grouping. Using the decoder correction (LOGT*) performs significantly better than the random grouping. As shown in the
same figure, the correction actually degrades the performance of random grouping after certain complexity. This shows the benefit of our orthogonal grouping
approach, which allows the correction process by assuming that there is only a
single matching vector in the dataset.
Performance of the 1-order decoder. The 1-order decoder, non-sparse in
this experiment, gives significantly better performance compared to 0-order decoder with higher complexity and memory footprint. In this experiment, we fix
n = 50 and show the mAP and complexity (ρ) for varying m in Figure 3. Our
proposed method LO-GT* achieves the same mAP as exhaustive search with at
the complexity ratio of ρ = 0.36 (corresponding to m = 4), outperforming the
random variants.
Sparse decoder is obtained by adding a sparsity constraint on the solution of
U (12). We show the impact of such sparsity constraint in Figure 4. Orthogonal Matching Pursuit algorithm is used to adjust the number of non-zeros (L)
on each column of U. Smaller values L leads to a sparser solution, hence lower
complexity ratio. It is shown that we achieve better accuracy than the random
variants for all values of L. Setting L = 300 gives us the same accuracy as the
exhaustive search. This corresponds to the complexity ratio of 0.23. As the complexity of the decoder increases, the benefit of the correction is less pronounced.
At the same time LO-GT without correction, i.e. due to better estimates of the
similarity, significantly outperforms both random grouping variants.
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Fig. 4. Left: Search accuracy for sparse U of 1-order decoder. L is the number of
non-zeros in each column of U. Right: Impact of cascade decoder. Complexity ratio is
varied by changing p = 50% . . . 100%. U0 is populated with the most significant entries
carrying p percent of the column energy. Rest of non-zero entries are assigned to U1 .
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Cascade decoder is the decomposition of the decoder U in two matrices
U = U0 + U1 (sec. 3.2). In this experiment, n = 50, m = 4 and the sparse
decoder U with L = 300 from the previous experiment is decomposed it into
two matrices. Each column of U0 is populated with the most significant entries
carrying p percent of the column energy. Remaining non-zero entries are assigned
to U1 . Figure 4 shows the outcome of this approach. Different complexity ratio
is obtained by changing p = 50% . . . 100%. It is shown that the cascade decoder
reduces the complexity ratio even further without harming the search accuracy.
Actual search time is measured as seconds instead of complexity ratio. In a
single-thread CPU, exhaustive search in Oxford105k dataset takes 0.198 s per
query on average. Our search time (when the complexity ratio is 0.18) in the
same environment is 0.054 s per query. That’s a ratio of 0.27, but we would like
to note that we use a simple Matlab implementation which is not optimized for
this task.
4.3

Comparison with other methods

We compare our method against the existing group testing techniques in the
literature [32, 34]. Two of our comparisons are made against the two variants
of the group testing framework proposed by Shi et al. [32]. The first variant
involves computing the full pseudo-inverse of the assignment graph G. Since the
resulting matrix is a large dense matrix, this variant is not efficient and is only
included to serve as a baseline. We also compare against the back-propagation
variant proposed by Shi et al. [32], where the scores are updated based on the
true distance computations with dataset vectors. This variant is more efficient
but requires higher memory footprint than the exhaustive search. All dataset
vectors, in addition to memory vectors, need to be available in the memory.
We also compare against the dictionary learning solution proposed by Iscen et
al. [34]. This method also has two variants. The first case involves using the
entire the dataset to learn group vectors. Offline processing of this variant is not
efficient for practical large-scale applications. Optimization problem (8) takes a
long time to learn the group vectors. Alternatively, coresets [44, 45] are proposed
to reduce the indexing time. Coresets are representative data points sampled
from the dataset. Number of coresets is set to N/5.

Complexity
1.00

Memory
1.00

Oxford105k
Index Time mAP
81.3

GT [32] pinv
GT [32] w/ bp.
DL [34] w/ cset
DL [34]

4.20
0.36
0.18
0.11

4.20
1.36
0.18
0.11

<1
<1
273
435

63.9
73.4
81.4
86.8

<1
<1
288
492

56.5
73.6
85.2
86.2

Ours, l = 1

0.18

0.23

4

81.3

4

83.7

Baseline

Paris106k
Index Time mAP
83.4

Table 1. Comparison of our method and existing group testing methods. Index time
(in minutes) is the time it takes to create group vectors and the decoder. We set
M = 8408 for all methods. We set the size of coresets N/5 for DL [34].
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Table 1 shows the comparison between our method and prior art in group
testing algorithms. Timings are reported on a server with 32 cores. For every
variant we set M = 8408, which corresponds to n = 50 and m = 4 for [32]
and the proposed method. Note that DL has higher mAP but this comes at a
significant offline cost. Finding group vectors with DL [34] involves solving an
expensive optimization problem. It also requires entire dataset to be loaded in the
memory at once, limiting its scalability for very large N . Furthermore, it is shown
that the offline complexity of DL increases exponentially as N increases [34].
Therefore, this method is scalable only if the size of the dataset is reduced with
coresets. Search accuracy is lower in that case, but the offline indexing time is
still significantly higher than our method.
Batch processing. We evaluate the search performance in a scenario where the
data becomes available in batches over time. We divide the Oxford1M dataset
randomly into b batches of equal size and create memory vectors Yb and the
decoding matrix Ub separately for each batch. After processing all the batches,
we concatenate all Yb and Ub and perform the search. Figure 5 shows the mAP
for different number of batches. It can be observed that the search accuracy of
DL [34] degrades significantly as the data are divided in more batches. This can
be explained by the nature of this method, the fewer data are used in the global
optimization, the less efficient search. The indexing time of DL is extremely high.
Indexing the whole dataset in one go is not tractable, and for b = 10 it takes
about 50 hours. On the contrary, our method can handle any scenario where
matching vectors become available over time. This clearly showns in Figure 5,
where the performance of our method is stable regardless of b.

mAP

mAP

40
30
20

Exh. Search
Ours
DL [34]

10 20
50
100
Number of batches b

80
78
76

LO-GT*-p
LO-GT*-p (s)
LO-GT*-L
LO-GT*-L (s)
HNSW (s)
Exh. Search

0.2
0.4
0.6
Complexity ratio

0.8

Fig. 5. Left: The mAP of the indexing structure constructed sequentially. ROxford
+R1M is divided into b batches and Yb and Ub is created separately for each batch. We
run our method multiple times and show the standard variation in vertical bars. Right:
Comparison between our methods and HNSW [46] in Oxford105k. Curves with the
complexity ratio based on measured run-time are denoted by (s), otherwise measured
by the number of scalar operations.

Comparison with partitioning. Finally, we compare our framework against
the well-known FLANN toolbox [16]. We use the “autotuned” setting of FLANN,
setting the target precision to 0.95. The average speed-up ratio after 5 runs
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is 1.45, which corresponds to a complexity ratio of 0.69. Compared to that,
our method is able to achieve the baseline mAP performance with only 0.2
complexity ratio and memory footprint.
Comparison with graph-based indexing. Finally, we compare our method
against a popular graph-based method by Malkov and Yashunin [46]. We use the
implementation provided in FAISS toolbox [47]. To report the complexity ratio,
a ratio of approximate-search time using the HNSW index to an exhaustivesearch time, both on a single-thread CPU, is computed. A comparison of mAP
on Oxford105k for different complexity ratios is shown in Fig 5(right plot). Two
variants of the proposed method are shown: sparse 1-order decoder and cascade
decoder U0 + U1 (as in Fig. 4), where the complexity is controlled by parameter
L and p respectively. Additionally, we also report complexity ratio measured
as a ratio of approximate-search and exhaustive-search times (as in HNSW).
The plot shows that our method clearly outperforms HNSW. Furthermore, our
framework requires significantly smaller memory footprint.
Combination with PQ. As described in Section 3.2, our method is compatible
with existing embedding techniques, such as product quantization (PQ) [25].
We compress 2048D memory vectors into c bytes. Table 2 shows the mAP for
different c. Note that learning U from compressed Ŷ (denoted by Upq in the
table) is important in this case. If U is learned from non-compressed Y, then
mAP is significantly degraded.
Table 2.
Combination
of PQ and our method.
Each memory vector is
compressed into c bytes.

5

c
Decoder
U from Y
Upq from Ŷ

256 32

16

77.7 52.2 44.8
79.2 70.5 62.3

Conclusions

We have proposed two contributions to the group testing framework. First, the
linear-time complexity orthogonal grouping increases the probability that at
most one element from each group is matching to a given query. Non-maxima
suppression with each group efficiently reduces the number of false positive results at no extra cost. Second, unlike in other similarly performing approaches,
such as dictionary learning [34], all processing is local, orders of magnitude faster,
and suitable to process data in batches and in parallel. We experimentally show,
that for any choice of the efficiency, the proposed method significantly outperforms previously used random grouping. Finally, the proposed method achieves
search accuracy of the exhaustive search with significant reduction in the search
complexity.
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